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Why are political rallies free to attend? We argue that campaigning politicians set a zero price for                 
rallies in order to reap a non-pecuniary benefit: political support. An “allocation-by-waiting”            
scheme selects those attendees with a lower opportunity cost of time relative to a standard               
“allocation-by-price” scheme. Positive transactions costs mitigate Coasean bargaining by         
removing the secondary market, thereby altering the composition of the average rally crowd. This              
is a mechanism for politicians to facilitate exchange with “general interests,” citizens who do not               
engage in rent seeking due to collective action costs but still stand to gain from redistributive                
policies. 
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I. Introduction 

Why are political rallies free to attend? Surely a politician could earn a positive income by                

setting some positive price for rally attendance. In other words, as a residual claimant, don’t               

campaigning politicians have an incentive to charge an above-zero price to hear them speak?              

Fundraising is a central campaign activity, and out-fundraising an opponent is a perennial             

correlate of political victory (Brown et al. 1995). Would not such a revenue stream bolster the                

financial capabilities—and campaign prospects—of a political hopeful?  

These questions are related to another quandary in price theory: why don’t sold-out             

concert venues and sporting events raise their prices? It certainly appears that these for-profit              

venues intentionally maintain prices below the equilibrium price, as evidenced by excess demand             

at prevailing prices. Street scalpers and their more formal counterpart, secondary ticket markets,             

are readily observable. Economics 101 suggests that frustrated buyers will bid up the price until               

quantity demanded equals quantity supplied; by the same token, sellers should inevitably            

recognize the opportunity to increase their revenues by raising price. Yet, in primary ticket sales,               

excess demand is left unsatisfied due to sub-market-clearing prices. 

Economists have explored this puzzling phenomena in myriad contexts (Becker 1991;           

DeSerpa 1994; DeGraba 1995; Marburger 1997; Coates and Humphreys 2007; Landsburg 2007).            

Yet, the problem of “under-priced events” has not yet been considered for political rallies.              

Political rallies are a unique and prevalent kind of public event. Since they are organized by                

political parties, rallies do not fall under the strictures of profit and loss. Yet, candidates would                

seem to directly benefit from increased funding. Despite politicians’ ambiguous grasp of the             

efficacy of markets, it would seemingly be in their interest to attract audiences with the highest                
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willingness-to-pay. A full treatment of the (non-)pricing of political rallies requires a            

consideration of the constraints and incentives facing political actors. 

While we draw on existing explanations of under-priced events, we offer a unique             

perspective on this problem applied to political rallies by drawing on both price theory and               

political economy. We argue that pricing below the equilibrium price (in most cases, a zero               

price) serves as an effective selection mechanism by which residual claimants exert influence             

over who comprises the average attendee of a political rally. By altering the allocation              

mechanism from pricing to queuing, event organizers can alter the crowd composition toward             

lower opportunity-cost of time attendees. This provides a solution to an important aspect of the               

collective action problem: sorting for individuals who stand to gain from redistribution but are              

not organized under any concentrated interest. The result is that redistributive promises—the            

primary highlight of many a political rally—target those most likely to respond favorably to the               

message. In this way, candidates compete for support from disorganized interests. By forgoing             

money income in the present, the politician may reap political gains in the future. 

 

II. The “Below-Market-Clearing” Price as a Selection Mechanism  

All scarce goods must be rationed (Alchian et al. 1967, p. 1). As economists have argued for                 

hundreds of years, market prices are the best allocators of scarce resources. And as described in                

the first few weeks of a Principles of Microeconomics class, (unhampered) market prices freely              

adjust to eliminate excess supplies and demands. One consequence is that goods are allocated to               

those who value them most highly. This logic is the same whether those goods are ice cream                 

cones, clean air, or even national defense (Leeson et al. 2014; 2015).  
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Thus, instances of seeming failure for markets to clear are puzzling indeed. What should              

be made of concert venues that sell out early show after show? Or similarly, what of a packed                  

athletics stadium with a line of fans who will reach the box office only to learn that no tickets are                    

available?  

Economists’ explanations for below-equilibrium pricing have run the gambit as applied           

to privately-operated events and other economic goods. One strand of explanations is rooted in              4

behavioral economics. Raising prices may be deemed unfair by consumers. In such a case, firms               

are constrained in their ability to raise prices; consumer biases against “price-gouging” will             

result in backlash and loss of profits (Kahneman et al. 1986). 

Another broad category of explanations falls under the purview of rational choice. This             

view provides mechanisms for why pricing that appears suboptimal may actually maximize            

profits, making it the rational choice by the seller. In this category, Becker (1991) offers perhaps                

the most well-known explanation for persistent excess demand in the contexts of restaurants,             

sporting events, and bestselling books. He argues that the quantity demanded by one individual              

for some goods is a function of the quantity demanded by others. In his model, the gap between                  

demand and supply is itself an argument in the consumer’s demand function. This allows a role                

for social interaction in apparent underpricing behavior: excess demand directly increases the            

perceived value of the “in,” popular good. DeSerpa (1994) argues that below-equilibrium pricing             

is rational for professional sporting events, because it enables season-ticket holders to act as              

brokers to price each game appropriately. Equilibrium pricing for sporting events would            

eliminate the returns to season ticket property rights, rendering this costly service unprofitable.             

4 Entrepreneurship is context-contingent (Baumol 1996; Boettke and Coyne 2009; Coyne et al.  2010). 
Different rules incentivize different entrepreneurial expressions.  
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Marburger (1997) argues that the prices of “performance goods”—e.g., sporting events and            

concerts—are under-priced in order to maximize total revenue, which is also comprised of goods              

that consumers purchase once inside the event (such as popcorn at a movie). 

We argue that the explanations given are incomplete for explaining underpricing in all its              

rich and varied contexts. Political rallies in particular have features that go beyond the              

explanations above. Political campaigns to not involve “season tickets.” There is little evidence             

of secondary markets in rally attendance; indeed, the first-come, first-served basis of most rallies              

eliminates the ability for resale. Furthermore, rallies rarely entail any money price whatsoever;             

the price system is eliminated as an allocation mechanism.  

Most importantly, a political rally exists in the political realm. This will incentivize a              

different profit-maximizing strategy than would be undertaken at a restaurant or by a             

professional football team. Firms maximize pecuniary profits, whereas those operating in the            

political arena are more likely to have alternative goals and earn non-pecuniary profits (e.g.,              

election victory and political power). The principle of market clearing should also apply to the               

seats (or standing room) at a political rally; the zero-pricing strategy that often results in excess                

demand in the absence of secondary markets appears to remain a puzzle. 

We root our analysis in rational choice, but we bolster existing explanations by explicitly              

considering the incentives facing political actors. Becker’s (1991) argument is a plausible            

starting point: voters obtain utility from supporting the “winning side,” and excess demand at a               

rally is a plausible, readily-observable indicator of popularity. However, drawing on the logic of              

rent seeking and collective action problems, we provide a complementary mechanism that            

explicitly incorporates the consistently observed zero pricing of rallies. Specifically, we argue            
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that charging a zero price alters the composition of a potential crowd in a way that is consistent                  

with political competition.  

Recall that all scarce goods must be allocated in some fashion. This principle is often               

illustrated to Principles of Microeconomics students by demonstrating the unintended          

consequences of price controls. A price control does not alter the total availability of a good;                

instead, it alters the margins on which individuals compete for a resource that is just as scarce as                  

it was prior to the price-fixing. The price control effectually removes the option of competing by                5

means of offering higher prices in an attempt to outbid others who are also attempting to acquire                 

the same good. Under the price control, competition simply takes alternative forms. Sometimes it              

occurs under the table via side-payments (i.e. bribes). Perhaps violence breaks out on other              

occasions. But sometimes the competitive process takes a subtler form: waiting in line.  

We contend that the best explanation for charging “below-equilibrium-prices” at political           

rallies is that doing so alters the composition of a potential crowd. Instead of standing space at a                  

rally going to the highest (pecuniary) bidder, the good now gets allocated to those with the                

highest willingness to wait in line or, to say the same thing, those possessing the lowest                

opportunity cost of time. Those with the highest willingness to pay for a good and those with the                  

highest willingness to wait in line are rarely perfectly overlapping sets.  

Thus, the allocation mechanism (e.g., queuing in lieu of pricing) can change the initial              

allocation of property rights. However, this in itself is insufficient to alter the final allocation of                

property rights. Coasean bargaining predicts that willingness to pay expressed in dollar amounts             

will determine the resulting property rights allocation in a world of zero transactions costs,              

5 That is, in the short-run. Obviously, in the long-run, a price control alters the total supply of a good. For 
example, a binding price ceiling will eventually reduce the supply of a good, in accordance with the elasticity 
of the supply. 
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regardless of the initial allocation. Allocation by queuing only changes the final allocation in a               

world of positive transactions costs. When the method of allocation is changed under positive              

transactions costs, a different set of individuals are likely to acquire the property rights. 

The fact that alternative allocation mechanisms matter in a world of positive transaction             

costs is under-explored even in the property rights literature that seriously examines the             

allocational distortions of price controls (Barzel 1997, p. 18-32). We contend that this             

reallocation may present itself as a profitable opportunity to a residual claimant who has control               

over which allocational method to use. In other words, there is a profit opportunity in               

“manipulating” the average composition of one’s clientele, and this manipulation can be            

achieved by selecting the appropriate allocation mechanism—provided that there are positive           

transactions costs in the secondary market. 

Under what circumstances might a residual claimant prefer a clientele with a low             

opportunity cost of time? This is best answered by asking who typically has a relatively lower                

opportunity cost of time. High (low) wage earning individuals have a high (low) opportunity cost               

of time, ceteris paribus . Consider two individuals, a lawyer and an unemployed person, deciding              

on whether or not to drive or to take public transportation. The lawyer earns a high wage, and                  

thus a more time-consuming means of transportation is particularly costly for her. By contrast,              

the unemployed individual may value marginal dollars relatively more than the marginal time             

spent on public transportation, making the bus ride the economizing option. 

The preceding logic suggests that switching from “allocation-by-price” to         

“allocation-by-waiting” may favor the relatively poor over the relatively rich, again when            

transaction costs are sufficiently high to prevent trade. At first glance, it seems impossible that a                
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shift from “allocation-by-price” to “allocation-by-waiting” could somehow benefit a residual          

claimant, in this case someone with control over which allocation mechanism gets selected. After              

all, a residual claimant likely sacrifices some money income were they to make this switch.  

However, such a view fails to consider the non-pecuniary benefits to be reaped by a               

residual claimant strategically implementing an “allocation-by-waiting” mechanism. The        

question then becomes: in what context does an entrepreneur benefit from serving a relatively              

low opportunity-cost of time clientele? One possible context is politics.  

 

III. (Non-)Pricing Political Rallies 

Decision-making in the political sphere faces a collective action problem. It is costly to organize               

and coordinate via the political process, even when many individuals stand to gain from a policy.                

When a concentrated group of individuals stands to gain from a policy that disperses costs               

among the unorganized citizenry, they are likely to solve the collective action problem and              

engage in rent seeking. Some redistributive policies are targeted to organized special interests.             

Subsidies and tariffs are obvious examples; state-targeted benefits are another (Coyne and            

Moberg 2015).  

However, many redistributive policies—e.g., progressive tax rates, minimum wage laws,          

and rent control—do not obviously apply to interest groups who are well-organized and actively              

seek rents. Casual observation indicates that much of the rhetoric of political rallies tends to be                6

in support of these “general” redistribution promises. This is perfectly consistent with the notion              

6 At least, such policies do not seem to apply to concentrated interests ex ante . While there are winners and 
losers to redistributive policies, the winners here need not be a well-defined group with lobbying power. 
Special interests can and do engage in regulatory capture over “general” redistribution, but such laws appeal 
nonetheless to a broad swathe of the electorate. 
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of a zero-priced rally. While special interests may engage in lobbying and other activities to               7

engender political exchange, this “general interest” is unable to solve the collective action             

problem to lobby for general redistribution policies. 

Political candidates stand to gain from facilitating a solution to the general interest             

collective action problem. If a candidate can identify the likely supporters (read, “recipients”) of              

general redistribution, she can make promises to them to win their support and increase the scope                

of her office. Allocating rally space to individuals with a lower opportunity cost of time enables                

politicians to make these kind of promises directly to those who would tend to be recipients of                 

these policies. 

Note that this logic applies even to political rallies by a party whose rhetoric is often                

“anti-redistribution” (such as the Republican party in the United States). Each party typically             

knows the “general interests” that they appeal to, and these may differ by party. For example, tax                 

increases, price controls, and labor market regulations may be more commonly employed policy             

tools of one party, while protectionism might be more commonly employed by another party.              

Thus, even allegedly “anti-redistribution” candidates have an interest in attracting low           

opportunity-cost of time individuals as these “general interest” voters still need organizing to             

support candidates. 

Political promises typically comprise a large share of a campaigning politician’s speeches            

at political rallies. And political promises are largely redistributive in nature. After all, the state is                

incapable of genuine production, and instead subsists by expropriating one group and            

7 The logic of organizing interests still applies even in the face of “negative-price” rallies, where 
paraphernalia (e.g., t-shirts, signs, etc.) are handed out as an enticement for attendance. The queueing 
mechanism for attendance space is sufficient to sort for low opportunity cost of time individuals, regardless 
of whether the candidate provides an incentive of some economic good.  
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distributing to another group. Promises to “make the rich pay their fair share,” raise the corporate                

income tax, and raise the tax rates of those in the highest income brackets are, unsurprisingly,                

commonplace. No less commonplace are other political promises that, while not as explicitly             

redistributive, have redistributive effects. For example, socializing medicine is likely to           8

redistribute from relatively wealthy to relatively poorer. Mandating paid parental leave makes            

hiring parents (or potential parents) relatively costly. Limiting immigration restricts local labor            

supply. Introducing tariffs or other protections for “local industry,” while benefiting special            

interests, may also be pitched to “general interests” in terms of benefits to local employees. 

In order for the alternative allocation mechanism to yield a different property rights             

allocation at political rallies, positive transactions costs must mitigate Coasean bargaining. In            

other words, queuing must be the determining allocation mechanism, not pricing. There is             

plausible evidence of positive transactions costs in political rally admissions. Politicians typically            

do not provide saleable tickets in advance of rallies. For instance, in the most recent presidential                

election, both of the main party candidates required advance ticketing or RSVP for their events               

leading up to the election in November 2016. However, a ticket was insufficient to guarantee               

entry; rather, rally attendance was admitted on a “first-come, first-served” basis. In general,             

resale is largely infeasible. Physical queuing is the intentionally-designed norm for rally space             9

allocation.  10

8 This is not to deny that many policies have regressive effects (for example, a policy of bailing out large, 
failed financial institutions). A politician never explicitly advertises  a policy as being regressive, however. If 
anything, politicians do everything in their power to conceal the regressive effects of policy. By contrast, 
when a policy redistributes from rich to poor, this is frequently touted as a selling point. 
9 A national media uproar about efforts to scalp tickets to Trump rallies is evidence of the rarity of resale. 
Given the first-come, first-serve allocation, these efforts were generally unsuccessful (Tinoco 2016). 
10 This is also consistent with the notion of rallies as serving the purpose of “advertising.” Political promises 
are a currency with which candidates can advertise the prospect of exchange with general interest voters. 
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At a money-price of zero, it seems reasonable to suggest that the majority of political               

rallies are priced below the equilibrium price. Excess demand is fairly common for rallies. Even               

in cases where a “ticket” of sorts is required for entry into the political event, these tickets are                  

usually allocated by “first-come, first-served,” rather than on the basis of willingness to pay.              

Resale of rally space is uncommon and actively deterred by political candidates. The prediction              

following from this observation is that the crowd is systematically different on average in              

zero-priced rallies than would be at priced political events. Simple analysis suggests the direction              

of this difference: relative to a rally where space is allocated on a willingness to pay basis, the                  

queued crowd has a relatively lower opportunity cost of time. 

Under an “allocation-by-waiting” mechanism, the crowd is more likely comprised of           

those will be net tax consumers, rather than net tax payers (Rothbard 2009, p. 909). Those                11

subsisting on welfare, for instance, are both net tax consumers and are also more likely to have a                  

relatively low opportunity cost of time. It is to net tax consumers—those who will be the                

beneficiaries of government programs that redistribute—to whom a campaigning politician          

wishes to make his promises. It would make comparatively little sense for a politician to               

advertise redistributive policies to a group of individuals comprised of those from whom the              

resources will be expropriated. We find it unsurprising when politicians promise continued (or             

bigger) ethanol subsidies when speaking to a crowd of Midwestern farmers, but seemingly find              

other topics more compelling when speaking to a crowd of New Englanders.  

Politicians campaigning for (re-)election derive several benefits from manipulating the          

composition of a rally crowd in the direction of those with a relatively lower opportunity cost of                 

11 Rothbard (2009) notes that taxation creates two classes of individuals in society. Those who, on net, pay 
no taxes (for example, a government employee) and those who, on net, experience a reduction in their 
income attributable to taxation.  
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time. For one, their redistributive message is more likely to resonate with such a crowd. In the                 

long run, this means more votes. Second, in the short run, an impassioned, frenzied crowd makes                

for more impactful media clips. This contributes to a sense that the campaigning politician is               

well-backed by a large number of passionate supporters. Third, the politician can overcome the              

collective action problem on behalf of “general interests” in order to increase his ability to               

engage in politics as exchange with this poorly organized but large voting bloc. 

 

IV. Conclusion 

Our short paper has two primary implications. The first is that residual claimants will not always                

prefer “allocation-by-price” even if a simplistic analysis suggests that it is the most effective way               

to increase total revenues in market contexts. With positive transactions costs, residual claimants             

may benefit (even in a non-pecuniary way) from altering the composition of the clients they               

serve by changing the allocation mechanism. Once again, “context matters,” (Boettke and Coyne             

2009). In the case we explored, long-run political economy considerations outweigh the            

short-run pecuniary benefits that may be had by charging a positive money-price. Of course, as               

we have emphasized, a residual claimant in a political setting will only derive benefits from               

attempting to manipulate composition of crowd when transaction costs are sufficiently high to             

prevent bargaining.  

The second implication is that the otherwise puzzling phenomena of free political rallies             

can be explained using the straightforward tools of price theory and political economy. When it               

comes to pricing political rallies, our argument shows that the optimal price is usually zero. Our                

argument is thus complementary to others who have offered explanations of           
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below-equilibrium-prices for other, similar events, such as sporting contests and musical           

concerts. Furthermore, our insight may help to explain the frequency with which political rallies              

are held on college campuses. To conduct a rally in that context is to speak to a ready-made                  

audience with a low opportunity cost of time.  
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